We consider symmetric positive definite systems of linear equations with multiple right-hand sides. The seed conjugate gradient method solves one right-hand side with the conjugate gradient method and simultaneously projects over the Krylov subspace thus developed for the other right-hand sides. Then the next system is solved and used to seed the remaining ones. Rounding error in the conjugate gradient method limits how much the seeding can improve convergence. We propose three changes to the seed conjugate gradient method: only the first right-hand side is used for seeding, this system is solved past convergence, and the roundoff error is controlled with some reorthogonalization. We will show that results are actually better with only one seeding, even in the case of related righthand sides. Controlling rounding error gives the potential for rapid convergence for the second and subsequent right-hand sides.
1. Introduction. We consider a large matrix A that is either real symmetric or complex Hermitian and is positive definite. We are interested in solving the multiple right-hand side problem Ax j = b j , for j = 1, . . . nrhs. Systems with multiple righthand sides occur in many applications (see [5] for some examples). Block methods are a popular way to solve systems with multiple right-hand sides (see for example [15, 22, 5, 13, 8] ). However, we will concentrate on another well known approach for this problem, the seed conjugate gradient method [27, 26, 10, 25, 2, 11, 12, 18, 21, 30, 4] . As usually implemented, it solves the first right-hand side with the conjugate gradient method (CG) [9, 22] and simultaneously projects for the other right-hand side systems over the Krylov subspace that CG generates. After the first right-hand side system is solved, CG is applied to the second right-hand side and a projection over the subspace is done for the other remaining right-hand sides. This process continues until all the systems have been solved. See, for example, [2] for an algorithm for seed CG.
However, seed CG does not always work as well as it should. Seeding more than once can actually slow down the convergence. Here we explain why this can happen and suggest seeding only once. For problems with related right-hand sides, an approach with a projection using previous solutions is given that often gives better convergence than multiple seeding. Next it is observed that solving the first righthand side system beyond convergence does not always make convergence better for the other right-hand sides. This is due to rounding error which can be controlled by reorthogonalization. For this we use the Lanczos version of the conjugate gradient method for solving the first right-hand side. The other right-hand sides, after being seeded, are solved with CG. Solving the first right-hand side to high accuracy can give significant improvement in the convergence for the others.
Section 2 gives drawbacks of seed CG with multiple seeding and shows that single seeding can be more effective. The approach for single seeding with related right-hand sides is given. Section 3 discusses solving the seed system past convergence and controlling the roundoff error. Tests with large matrices from quantum chromodynamics (QCD) are in Section 4.
2. Single Seeding for Unrelated and Related Right-hand Sides.
2.1. Seeding more than one time. The seed CG method is effective because the Krylov subspace generated by CG for the first right-hand side system eventually develops good approximations to eigenvectors corresponding to small eigenvalues of A. For tough problems, CG cannot converge until this happens [29, 16] . Chan and Wan [2] point out that for the other right-hand sides, the projection over this Krylov subspace removes from their residual vectors the components in the directions of these eigenvectors (we call these components the small eigencomponents). So when CG is applied to the second right-hand side system, there is no need for the Krylov subspace to develop approximations to these eigenvectors corresponding to small eigenvalues. This is fortunate, because with a starting vector so weak in these eigencomponents, it would be a long wait. A problem is that if the third system is seeded with a projection over this subspace that lacks the small eigenvectors, the small eigencomponents in the residual may be raised back up. Then when this third system is solved, CG needs to generate these eigenvectors and converges slowly. We now give an example of this. Example 1. Let the matrix be diagonal with n = 5000 and with diagonal entries distributed randomly on the interval [0,1] and ordered by size. We use eight right-hand sides with elements distributed random normal(0,1). All right-hand sides are solved to relative residual tolerance of 10 −8 . The relative residual convergence curves are shown in Figure 2 .1. The first right-hand side system takes 617 iterations, but then the second requires only 269, because the seeding has reduced the smallest residual eigencomponents. Figure 2 .2 shows the absolute values of the 25 smallest eigencomponents of the residual after it has been seeded during solution of all the previous right-hand sides. Since the first right-hand side has not been seeded, all eigencomponents (shown with asterisks) are fairly large. The second right-hand side has its smallest eight residual eigencomponents (circles) reduced below 10 −6 by the seeding. This significantly helps convergence. After the first seeding, the eigencomponents for the third right-hand side are similar to those shown for the second right-hand side. However, as Figure 2 .2 shows, they have gone up after the second seeding. Most of the smallest eigencomponents (shown with diamonds) have magnitude between 10 −4 and 10 −2 . Solution of the third system then takes 598 iterations. Eigencomponents for other right-hand sides, are usually not reduced enough to effectively deflate them out (right-hand side seven is an exception). Table 2 .1 has the matrix-vector products and has a count of the vector operations of length n (such as dot products and daxpy's). While multiple seeding reduces the total number of matrix-vector products compared to not seeding from 4935 to 3978, the number of vector operations more than doubles.
2.2. Single seeding. We suggest seeding only one time, while solving the first right-hand side. This can reduce the small eigencomponents for all right-hand sides, so they are prepared for the CG step. It also significantly reduces the seeding expense.
Example 2. We use the same matrix and eight right-hand sides as in Example 1. The seeding is only done one time during the solution of the first right-hand side. The residual components after seeding of the second through eighth systems all have small eigencomponents that are similar to those of the second system in Figure 2 .2. The convergence for these systems is shown in Figure 2 .3 and is much more consistent than the convergence with multiple seedings in Figure 2 .1. The total number of matrixvector products with single seeding is 2439 compared to 3978 with multiple seeding. Table 2 .1 shows that single seeding reduces the number of matrix-vector products compared to not seeding without increasing the vector operations.
Related right-hand sides.
A benefit of multiple seeding is that it can be helpful for the case of related right-hand sides. Since systems with related right-hand sides have related solutions, projecting over a Krylov subspace containing the solution of one right-hand side reduces the residual for the next one. Langou [12] suggests seeding a system with only a few of the preceeding ones (a "sliding window"). Our goal is to get the benefit of having solved related systems even when single seeding. After solving each right-hand side except the first, we want to use that solution to help each of the remaining right-hand sides. However, simply projecting over the solution may raise the small eigencomponents. Instead we project over the correction to the solution found during the conjugate gradient step. This is the difference between the solution after CG is applied and the approximate solution before CG. This CG correction vector will generally have small components in the directions of the small vergence curves for the eight right-hand sides using multiple seeding and using single seeding with previous solution projections. Both methods are able to take advantage of the relation between right-hand sides and begin the CG step with increasingly small residuals. However, single seeding gives better results. It is also less expensive after solution of the first right-hand side, because then it projects over a single vector while multiple seeding projects over a whole Krylov subspace. We note that multiple seeding can do better once the right-hand sides are very close to each other. For the eighth, multiple seeding takes only 44 matrix-vector products versus 70 for single seeding. If a ninth right-hand side is solved, it takes 22 for multiple versus 55 for single. The multiple seeding can reduce more of the small eigencomponents than can single seeding. And though projecting more than once in multiple seeding still can raise up the size of these components, they are small enough, because CG does not need to converge very far.
3. Solving the First Right-hand Side Past Convergence. In Examples 2 and 3, seeding significantly improves convergence because the small eigenvalues are essentially deflated out. Recall in Figure 2 .2 that eight eigencomponents for the second system are reduced to 10 −6 or below. However, we would like to reduce more components and get even faster convergence. One way to attempt this is to solve the first right-hand side further. The next example discusses this.
Example 4. For the same matrix and two unrelated right-hand sides, we test solving the first right-hand side to greater accuracy. Table 3 .1 has the results for the convergence of the second right-hand side with the first solved for different numbers of iterations. At 600 matrix-vector products for the first, the number of matrix-vector products for the second is at 270. However, with 800 for the first, the second goes up to 471. With 1200 for the first, the second is down to 232, but it goes back up with more for the first. To see why this happens, we look at the magnitudes of the smallest three 617  617  500  612  613  600  270  271  700  289  196  800  471  164  1000  488  102  1200  232  64  1500  472  54 eigencomponents of the residual for the second right-hand side as it is being seeded. Figure 3 .1 shows that these components drop dramatically from 500 to 600 iterations. That is when the Krylov subspace generated by CG develops good approximations to the eigenvectors corresponding to these three eigenvalues. However, because of roundoff error, these components grow again and actually oscillate. Roundoff error can be controlled with reorthogonalization. For this we use the Lanczos implementation of the conjugate gradient method. Several ways of reorthogonalizing the Lanczos vectors have been proposed, including selective reorthogonalization [19] , periodic reorthogonalization [7, 28] , and partial reorthogonalization [24, 23, 31, 28] . We will use periodic reorthogonalization, which is fairly easy to implement. For this we always reorthogonalize two consecutive Lanczos vectors against all previous ones, but do this only at regular intervals during the iteration. We call how often this is done the frequency of reorthogonalization. See [31, 28] for discussion of reorthogonalization and for why consecutive vectors need to be reorthogonalized. The extra storage for saving the Lanczos vectors is only needed during solution of the seed system. Storage can be allocated/deallocated at run time.
The following algorithm is for first right-hand side solution and seeding of the other right-hand sides. We use LU factorization of the Lanczos tridiagonal matrix. A QR [20] or LQ factorization [17] should be used for solution of indefinite systems.
Lanczos Version of Single Seed CG with Periodic Reorthogonalization 1. Start. Choose m, the maximum size of the subspace, and choose the frequency of reorthogonalization. The number of right-hand sides is nrhs. For j = 1, . . . nrhs, set the approximate solution denoted by x j equal to the initial guess (which may be the zero vector) and compute the initial residual r j 0 . 2. First Lanczos iteration. β 0 = ||r Table 3 .1 has the results for solving the second right-hand side. They show that a dramatic decrease in the number of iterations can be achieved with this approach. For instance, if the iteration for the first right-hand side is run to 1200, the second right-hand side can be solved in only 64 iterations. This compares to 270 iterations if the first is solved with only 600 iterations of non-reorthogonalized seed CG. Figure 3 .2 has the small eigencomponents for the second right-hand side after seeding with the reorthogonalized method. It shows that there are many small eigencomponents after running the first system for 1200 iterations. Solving the first right-hand side past convergence may not pay off if only a few right-hand sides are solved. However, for this example it only takes four right-hand sides for this approach to reduce the number of matrix-vector products.
4. Example from QCD. Many problems in lattice quantum chromodynamics (QCD) have large systems of equations with multiple right-hand sides. For example, the Wilson-Dirac formulation [6, 3] and overlap fermion [14, 1] computations both lead to such problems. Preconditioning is usually not helpful for QCD problems. The matrices have complex entries. They generally are non-Hermitian, but it often is possible to change into Hermitian form. We use the A * A approach that gives a Hermitian positive definite system (another option is the γ 5 A approach [6] which creates an indefinite matrix). So we multiply the system by the Hermitian transpose of the matrix. Every CG iteration requires two matrix-vector products.
Example 5. We choose a large QCD matrix of size n = 1.5 million. More specifically, we have a 20 3 x 32 quenched Wilson configuration at β = 6.0 and with κ value set near to κ-critical, which makes it a difficult problem. For this application, we generally solve 150 right-hand sides per matrix, but here we just give results for two that corre- spond to Dirac and color indices 1,1 and 1,2 respectively. Standard CG requires about 2500 iterations or 5000 matrix vector products, however solving the first right-hand side past this point gives better results for the second. Because of the reorthogonalization, this algorithm requires the storage of all the Krylov subspace vectors while solving the first right-hand side. In Table 4 .1, we compare the time used by CG and seed-CG for the first right-hand side. With the same number of matrix-vector products, the cost increases from 227 seconds for CG to 320 for seed-CG with reorthogonalization every 200 iterations. The cost is greater because of both the reorthogonalization and the seeding for the second right-hand side. The results were obtained using the high-performance cluster at Baylor University which has 8 processors per node at 2.66GHZ and 16GB RAM per node. The run was done on 50 processors using 5 processors per node allowing for 3.2 GB RAM per process. It was possible to allocate up to 4000 Krylov vectors (enough for 8000 matrix-vector products) using this configuration without a need for memory swapping that leads to a slower run. It is interesting that it was possible to store the vectors needed for an efficient method, and that the CPU cost was not too large.
Conclusion.
For linear systems with multiple right-hand sides, the seed conjugate gradient method can often significantly reduce the number of matrix-vector products required. We have shown that single seeding is often better than the standard multiple seeding. An approach was given for the case of related right-hand sides that gives better results than multiple seeding unless the right-hand sides are very closely related. We also experimented with solving the first right-hand side past convergence and showed that this has the potential to greatly reduce the number of iterations for the other right-hand sides. Reorthogonalization of Lanczos vectors is needed for this to be effective, so storage is a concern.
Future work could involve exploring why roundoff error in CG has a greater negative effect for seeding than it does for solution of the first right-hand side. Developing block versions of the seed methods discussed here would also be useful.
